Barnes is an important contemporary English writer. In England, England, he continues to try a new writing form of novel. Adopting the non -realistic narrative mode of the allegory narrative, whose style is comic, is Julian Barnes' good exploration to writing techniques. Based on the exploration of the Martha's image and the design of the ambiguous background of time and space, this paper illustrates the allegory narrative mode that Julian Barnes applies in this work.
Since starting his career as a novelist in 1980s, Julian Barnes has been known as "the chameleon of British letters". He is "like the teacher of your dreams: humorous, metaphorical across both popular and unpopular culture, sarcastic". He was regarded as chameleon for his diverse types in writing, for his various themes of his works, for his multifarious experimental writing skills, narrative modes, and perhaps for his different profession he has taken. This novel is divided into three parts in chronological order. The first part, only covering 23 pages, focuses on Martha Cochrane, a teenager, fond of jigsaws, suspicious of religion and of the validity of memory, suffering the pain of abandonment from father. The second part, with 230 pages, presents a fantasy: media mogul Sir Jack Pitman and his associates (among them there is Martha Cochrane, approaching middle age) turn the Isle of Wright into a gigantic theme park called "England, England", in which one can find replicas of England"s best-known historical buildings, sites and figures. The third part, with 25 pages, describes that Martha Cochrane, now an old and wiser woman, has gone back to the former England, a preindustrial era. There are two clues in the novel. The first one is Martha"s development and maturity from childhood to teenager to middle age to old age; the second one is Sir Jack Pitman"s success in turning the Isle of Wright into a theme park named "England, England". As Vanessa Guignery suggests "this novel plays the satirical public story of Sir Jack Pitman"s megalomaniac venture against the private story of Martha"s development from teenager to elderly lady". (Guignery 104) The work England, England appeared in 1998, and at the same year it was at the shortlist for the Booker Prize. After its publication, it is among one of the critical writing about Julian Barnes"s works. Vera Nunning deeply analyzes the issue of "englishness" exemplified in this novel, pointing out that the traditions cannot be repeated. Vanessa Guignery gives a thorough commentary and study of this novel. In his view, this novel is somewhat a common novel; Julian Barnes gives up experiment in narration and techniques but choosing the chronological order; gives up attachment to France but focusing on englishness of England; it is a kind of political novel, unique and highly original; Vanessa Guignery points out the themes of England, England: "the elusiveness of truth, the vagaries of love, the construction of history, the relationship between reality and fiction". (Guignery 114) II.
THE CONNOTATION OF THE ALLEGORY NARRATIVE Initially, the allegory is a literary genre. For instance, the famous Aesop"s Fables. Afterwards, the allegory develops into a kind of writing symbol, an interpretation way and the subject experience in western in the 20th century and becomes an important concept in cultural criticism in modern society. The modern allegory writing origins from Kafka, whose fable feature of work provides various possibilities for interpretation. The philosopher Walter Benjamin reckons that allegory has a complex and abundant poetic meaning. Therefore, he locates the allegory and regulates the language mode again. He pointed out, "allegory is human"s privilege in the era. In a center-dismissed era, after the split of self-awareness, allegory is the only literary form which combines various words. Refusing single-mode has the polyphonic quality. Thus, absorbing the nutrition of allegory is a self-evident thing." (Liu Beicheng, 1998) Allegory is not only a literary narrative but also a historical narrative. It"s an important way of human"s creation. It creates the past and the channel of imagination community. People dates back history, which is human"s basic pursuit. Because of forgetting, human ensures his childhood with the help of other people"s narration. Meanwhile, the nation ensures its own origin and history depending on allegory narrative.
The allegory narrative contributes much to the creation of literature. It helps to tell a good story, it is beneficial to convey the implied theme. Julian Barnes is imaginary and romantic in creating this work England, England. He tells us the history of England in an allegory. And the novel England, England features the allegory narrative, and the allegory narrative is suitable to express the writer"s idea in this work. This paper digs into the allegory narrative mode used in this novel from the aspects of the image and the ambiguous background of time and space.
III. THE ALLEGORY FEATURE OF IMAGE: MARTHA
Image is a highly generalization of writer"s beautyappreciation, and the allegory narrative text usually presents the split of image and implied meaning, namely the text says A but refers to B. in other words, what is said and what is implied is cracked. Thus, the allegory narrative text not only has a multi-referential function, the image also has some narrative relation beyond the image itself, with the abundant symbolic meaning and profound implied meaning. The heroine in England, England is Martha. From the superficial layer of the story, it seems that this novel can be regarded as a narrative of Martha"s journey of exploring real self in her inner heart. The novel describes that little Martha and her father usually play jigsaw games which symbolizes the complete identity of England. It also describes Martha comes to the Isle of Wright in her middle-aged days. She holds the post of adviser in the theme park construction project of "England, England" to look for herself. It also describes Martha comes to Wessex to look for the most original and the most rustic England. So, as the heroine in this work, Martha does what the writer designed. Martha"s deeds pushes forward the plot, she is common in plot design, however, from the aspect of theme, Martha is symbolic, she is a vivid form of England, she is a cultural code, she is an undertaker of expressing the connotation of works, and she is an expression of allegory feature. Base on it, the writer adopts the allegory narrative.
IV.
AMBIGUITY OF THE BACKGROUND OF TIME AND SPACE Ambiguity is a feature of allegory. In this novel, the writer presents three cracked pictures of time and space: the place where Martha lives in her childhood, the Isle of Wright where Martha lives in her middle-aged days, the pastoral countryside where Martha lives in her late years. Those three pictures of time and space are consistent with three parts which form into a narrative respectively. The first part describes Martha"s childhood. Because the writer doesn"t point out the specific location, the readers can only know that is a certain place where Martha has ever lived. In the second part, the story happens in Martha"s middle-aged days. Besides, the readers cannot know the historic time of the story. The Isle of Wright is also imaginary. In the third part, the writer uses Montage technique, focusing on the late years of Martha. The specific time of narrative is still fuzzy. Wessex is also a product of imagination. In a word, in terms of narrative time, the readers only know the corresponding childhood, middle-aged days, late years of Martha. But they don"t know the exact historical time of each part. Therefore, the background of time in the story is obscure. In terms of space, the space of the story hasn"t been demonstrated vividly. It"s a product of writer"s imagination. It breaks away from the limit of realistic place and space. Such kind of ambiguity of background of time and space doesn"t enable readers to ensure the specific time and the space of the story. It shows the imaginary effect of narrative, which also shows the allegory feature of allegory.
V. CONCLUSION
In England, England, Julian Barnes shows a bold innovative spirit, adopting novel allegory narrative, nonrealistic narrative mode, reflecting the englishnesss theme profoundly. To be specific, the writer presents the allegory narrative based on the characterization of Martha and the design of the time and space background. The narrative allegory feature in this work makes readers turn to the reflection and exploration of narrative"s implied meaning from reading expectation of a traditional narrative story. This is another good exploration to writing technique used by Julian Barnes. 
